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Abstract. Let minimum, maximum, refer to the number of elements in a set and let minimal, 
rnuximul refer to set inclusion. It is shown ,that a minimal cover of a graph is minimum if and 
only if it contains a maximum matching of that graph; a maximal matcmg of a graph is max- 
imum if and only ifit is contained in a minimum cover of that graph diminished by the set of 
its isolated points. 
A cover of a graph G is a set of lines such that every point of G isI in- 
cider:t with some line of the set. A maMing of G is a set of indepen- 
de&It lines of G, i.e. a set of lines no two of which are incident. We dis- 
tinguish between minimal cover, maximal matching in the sense of in- 
clusion and mfnimum cover, maxrimum matching in the sense of car- 
dinality. 
Results on iine coverings of graphs have been obtained by Callai [ 21 o 
Norman and Rabin f4], Edmonds [ 11, and others. 
The purpose of this note is to show the relations between minimal 
and minimum cover, maximal and maximum matching, of a graph. Tne 
notation and terminology of [ 3 1 is used. The following result of Nor- 
man and Rabin is required. 
Theorem 1. A maximum matching of a graph having no isol&ed poirz ts 
may be extended to a minimum cover of that graph and every mimimum 
cover of a graph contains a maximum ,*wtching of thar graph. 
The following theorem characterises the relations between minimal and 
minimum cover, maxim&l and maximum matching, of a graph. Let I(G) 
be the set of isoiated points of a graph G. 
U.eorem 2. (i) A minimal cover of G is minir;,lum if and only if it con- 
t&s a maximuM matching of G. 
(ii) A maximal matehing of G is maximum if and only if it is con- 
tahed ipz a m&imum cover of G -I(G). 
Proof. The necessity of both parts is implied by Theorem 1. We first 
prove the sufficiency of (i). Let A be a minimal cover of G. Let B be 
a Tlaximum matching of G with B C, A. Let further Al be a minimum 
cover of 6’ containing B. The existence of A 1 is ensured 
Suppose that A is not minimum. Let p denote the number of points of 
G. Then 
;{l) IA--B1 > HI -BI = p-2iBI . 
The interpretation of I( 1) is that there (are more lines at O’U disposal 
than points that want covering. Since A is minimal, it follows that at 
least one line of A-B t;overs two points of G which are not covered 
by B. This is a co&ad i&ion since B is a maximum matching. Then A 
is minimum and (i) is rjroved. 
We now pr<)ve the sufficiency of (ii). Let B Ix a maximal matching 
of G and let A be a minimum cover of G-I(G) containing II’. Bj: Theo- 
rem 1, A con tains a maximum md iching B, sf G-I(G) ; whic!~ is also 
a maximum 1-r latching of G. Suppose A? is not maximum. Then I3 # BO. 
WC also have JLBn # (0 and B,--B # (0. Put .B--B, = B’, LQti -B = Bj. 
If some line of% -were not incident with any line of Bb, then we could 
add it to B, and it would still be a matching. From the maximaMy of 
B,, it then foKows that every line of B’ is incident with some 14ne of 
Bb. By the sa:me reasoning, every line of B; is incident with some line 
of B’. Since B is not maximum, by hypothesis we have IB’/ < IBb I. The 
pigeon hole p:i*inciple then implies tjhat some ljine b of B’ is incident 
M th at least :!MO lines b,, bz of Bb . bl , bq as elements of a matching 
ZE not incidczlt a;:ld hence {B,, b, > covers both points of b. By hypo- 
rhcsis, we have {b, bI , b2 } C, A. We conclude that A- {b] is a cover of 
G--.&G), which contradicts the minimality of ‘4. Our theorem is thus 
praved. 
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